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PALLETS

HEAT TREATMENT

THE RIGHT SOLUTION

The most economical and effective new pallet is custom
designed for size, lift devices, load weight and type, number
of uses, as well as other customary characteristics. The grade
and amount of wood, the design and the wood quality are
major determinants of cost. Pallets can be new, remanufactured or used.

Triangle Packaging is licensed to provide certified,
heat-treated products for export to the European Community.
Each load will provide phytosanitary certificates to, if
requested or needed by the customer.

There are many problems businesses have when buying
wooden pallets:

STRINGER PALLETS
The most commonly used pallet in the United States, size
48x40 also known as a GMA pallet. Called a stringer pallet
because it has “stringers” which support the unit load. There
are over a hundred styles of Stringer pallets with many
variables to consider if special specifications are needed.
• Number of “Stringers” or deck boards
• Runners can come 2-way, 4-way or full 4-way entry for
lift truck ease
• Number and size of top and bottom deck boards
• Optional chamfered bottoms for use with pallet jacks

BLOCK PALLETS
4-way entry pallet. Made of solid wood, plywood, or plastic
to support heavy loads. Most block style pallets have 4-12
blocks to support the unit load.
We stock a wide variety of sizes:
48x48, 48x44, 48x42, 48x36, 44x44, 42x42, 36x36
There are always loads on the ground to supply our customers.
Any size, any amount, we will build specification sizes at our
customer request.

NOT getting the right quality material,
NOT getting the right product specifications for the job,
NOT getting fast and dedicated service from the vendor,
NOT paying the right prices for the product.
Triangle Packaging Inc. eliminates these NOT’s above. We
have direct partnerships and contracts with lumber mills
located in Pennsylvania. This only benefits all our customers
in saving money. We have experience in the wood and lumber
industry for close to two decades, enabling us to cooperate
with clients on which products will best serve their business
as a whole.

ISPM-15 STANDARD
The IPPC standard (ISPM-15) allows for two types of
treatment methods: Methyl bromide fumigation or heat
treatment. The standard calls for heat-treated material to be
heated to 56 degrees Celsius for 30 minutes.

Triangle Packaging Inc. prides itself with the unheralded
value of customer satisfaction.
Fortune 500 clients or small businesses, our service and
products pave the way to greater success.
We have numerous clients in these sectors:
Pharmaceuticals
Logistics
Capital Goods
Warehousing
Food Industries
Transportation
Technology
Basic Materials
Energy
In addition, we offer scrap removal and disposal of pallets at
a low cost and environmentally efficient solution. To stay
ahead of the competition we try to offer the most cost
effective pricing and top of the line materials.

